
 ‘The Fox, the Rabbit and 
the Cockerel’ storybook 
(provided as a separate file)

 Another version of this 
story for another day 
(optional)

15–20 minutes

THE FOX, THE RABBIT AND THE COCKEREL
Introduction to the story

Show your child the cover of the storybook, and ask them what they think it will be about. 

Read them the story in a lively way, encouraging their participation, as recommended in the ‘Story Grammar –
Introduction’ document. 

Either during or after the reading, as appropriate, ask your child these some or all of these questions about the 
content of the story:

• What is the story called? What is its title?
• How does the story begin? The what is it about?
• Where did Kind Rabbit live? Where did Cunning Fox live?
• What was Cunning Fox like? How do we know?
• What happened to Cunning Fox’s house when the spring arrived?
• What did Cunning Fox ask Kind Rabbit? Why? What was Kind Rabbit’s answer?
• What did Cunning Fox do next?
• What did Kind Rabbit want? Why did he want that?
• Who did Kind Rabbit meet first?
• Could Fierce Dog help Kind Rabbit?
• Then who did Kind Rabbit meet?
• Could Brown Bear help Kind Rabbit?
• Then who did Kind Rabbit meet?
• Could Beefy Bull Help Kind Rabbit?
• Who was able to help Kind Rabbit?
• What did Clever Cockerel do?
• Who was the biggest animal that Kind Rabbit met?

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

To introduce the traditional story of ‘The Fox, the Rabbit and the Cockerel’
To develop knowledge of the main characters
To develop the ability to share responses, feelings and personal experiences 
To develop the ability to give detailed answers to questions about the story 
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Your child can listen attentively to the story and share their ideas about it. 
Your child can give detailed, accurate answers to questions about the story. 
Your child can explain how the different characters feel at different points in the plot.
Your child can imitate and recognise different characters by the distinctive voices, intonations and movements associated with them.



THE FOX, THE RABBIT AND THE COCKEREL
Introduction to the story – continued

• Who was the cleverest? How do we know?
• How does the story end?
• Which character do you like best? Why?
• Which part of the story do you like best? Why?

Then encourage your child to ask you their own questions about the story. Praise them for ‘why’, ‘what for’ and ‘how’ questions.

Understanding the characters:

Discuss the qualities of the characters that are visible (big, grey, furry and so on) and those qualities that are invisible (sly, sad, fierce, clever and so on).

Talk to your child about how characters in fairy and folk tales are often ‘symbolic’ – how animals in stories have predictable characteristics. For 
example, we expect rabbits to be timid, foxes to be cunning, cockerels to be brave and clever, and bears to be strong but not particularly clever. 

Emphasise the characteristic colour of each character (fox – orange, rabbit – brown, and so on).

Help your child to recognise how the characters behave at different points in the story, for example how Rabbit cries, how Fox frightens the animals, 
how Bull walks, how Cockerel struts and how the Fox runs out of the house. Focus on helping your child create expressive movement.

Discuss with your child how to talk just like the animals in the story. By learning to use contrasting voices and appropriate intonation, they build their 
ability to represent and understand the emotions and events experienced by the characters.

Play the game ‘Guess Who I Am’:

Mime one of the characters, and ask your child to ‘guess who I am’. Then let your child mime a character of their choice and have you and any other 
family members guess. 

Then ask your child to close their eyes while you imitate the speech of a character, and they have to guess who you are. Then swap over as before.
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